3/23/2020

Dear Theory 1 Students,

Thank you to all of you who have emailed me your assignments from last week. It was also just nice to
hear from you. I miss you!
This week we will be talking more about intervals. As mentioned before an interval is measured in
distance and quality. Today’s assignment will be figuring out the distance between notes. For instance
from C to E is a third. If you start on C and count up C-D-E that is three notes, thus a THIRD.
If you start on D and count up to A it would be D-E-F-G-A or five notes, what we refer to as a FIFTH.
Please remember to use your fingers when counting including both the beginning and the ending notes.
I have attached a worksheet to provide practice counting notes. Good luck!
Second year students, you are welcome to also include the quality of the interval: Major, Minor,
Augmented, Diminished, etc.
The second worksheet is a review of terms and symbols. You are welcome to compare your answers
with your music dictionary, but try to memorize them as you go.
I can’t wait to see you…take care…stay well!
Dr. Loma L Cobbs
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3 Four of these equals one
whole note
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8 Type of concert band
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10 Instrument to which an
orchestra tunes
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12 Four beats in 4/4 time
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13 It's a stylized "f" crossing
five lines
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15 Something to hum
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16 Half of a whole note
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17 Energetic tempo
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18 Boston Pops, for one
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22 Barbershop feature?
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25 space between two barlines
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26 Lines that extend the staﬀ
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27 Spinet or grand
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4 The speed of the music
5 Single-reed woodwind
6 Symbol that fixes the staﬀ
lines, from bottom to top, as
E-G-B-D-F: 2 wds.
7 Note with two flags
9 Song sung singly
11 Orchestra director
14 High Brass
17 Sign that changes the pitch
of a note
19 Tenor Stringed Instrument
20 Wind with a slide
21 Steady recurring pulse

31 Orchestral work
35 Lowers a pitch by one half
step

Music Basics
3 Composition for five

30 The grandfather, in "Peter
and the Wolf"
33 Four performers
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Across
1 Conductor's device

28 Quartet minus one

23 Lines at the end of a phrase
or piece
24 Line that separates two
measures
29 Large stringed instrument
32 Tonality indicator
34 Motion in music
35 Brass instrument with a
mellow tone: 2 wds.
37 Small cousin of the cello
39 Moderately slow, in music
41 Highest-pitched woodwind
42 Cancels out a sharp or flat
43 Raises a pitch by one half
step
44 Treble and Bass Clefs used
together
Down
2 Meter indicator, in music

36 Fiddle in an orchestra
38 Five lines and four spaces
40 Lowest pitched brass
instrument

